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About This Content

Purchase Cyberdimension Neptunia: 4 Goddesses Online between now and March 14th at 10AM Pacific to receive the
Neptune Character Pack for free in your Steam edition of SENRAN KAGURA Peach Beach Splash!

This Downloadable Content Contains:
Neptune (Playable Character)

Neptune's Hair
Neptune's Parka Dress (outfit)

・Accessories
Neptune's D-Clips

Neptune's N-Charm
Neptune's X-Choker

Neptune's X-Bracelet (L)
Neptune's X-Bracelet (R)

・Neptune Doll, Fan, and Flag
・Neptune Badge

・Neptune Avatar Icon
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Really good.. What I hoped this was: An improvement on the first game across the board.

What it is: Pure mobile port trash.

Pros:
Game is actually 3d now, with camera control.
Good variety of classes.
Items are actually interesting now.

Cons:
Low monster variety.
Board game RNG determines your success.
Pitiful AI that doesn't even manage to control all of its units every turn.
Grindy beyond grindy.
Locks you into a story that limits your options at first, but it's an entirely uninteresting one.

If you only barely suffered through the first one, avoid this. My hope was not realized.. This game is the bomb!

Amazing puns aside, it's a great option for couch play with friends.. for everyone that gave up on running this game i found a fix
install games for windows live https:\/\/support.xbox.com\/en-US\/games\/game-setup\/games-for-windows-live-info

it will be in this line
If you have a Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1 device, click here, and then follow the steps to install the Games for
Windows Live app.
works on windows 10 as well. What the other review says. There's an angle between where your cursor rests and the direction
the character shoots, and it's not a small one either - it's like 120\u00b0. The hit boxes are all messed up, to the extent that you
can't even move along the floor fluidly, and the aliens have trouble attacking you because of hitbox repulsion. I shot some aliens
and the was able to easily step outside the level and drift across empty space.
Then I had to farm for 4 minutes to leave this review.
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I dont reccomend it for your main animation software
somehow many bugs in timeline like you can copy the keyframes but you can't paste it. if it happens you should restart the
program.
another problem appears if you want to add new bones and image slot somehow if there already some keyframes it will not
detect as you want, you must re-setup your animation because they need to read to all keyframes that you already made.

its fair for the price but my opinion take another software like Spine or Live2D you wont get any stressed from making the
animation. I currently have two ponies, DirtyJew and SexManiac. They are prostitutes at heart, but in game, they're only chefs.
They remind me of my two little girls locked in my basement. It makes me hard.

10/10 better than porn. Meh artwork, weak ai and the controls for this is essentially a mobile game with hotkeys attached.
However, I do like this game. Its basically a strategy game like age of empires except with persistent characters. It does scratch
that itch of being a cog in a machine.

The characters are created by you and there doesn't appear to be a limit to how many you can make. You can play without them
and are forced to use a single character in the story stuff. It will be a bit frustrating watching the ai wander around a bunch of
buildings looking for a spot to plant a tree or building a house then demolishing it 10 seconds later. So you instead make more
characters and set up the ai for them. There are some limitations to the ai even with the build order being optimized. My main
gripes with the ai:

 When the ai decides to build a building or plant a resource if it cannot fit then it will move a random distance in a
random direction away

 There is no path finding. There is no collisions at all so you can run by walls without any issue. Characters also will not
walk around water, instead going through at a slower rate.

 The town square will grab priority on random characters in an attempt to build or upgrade it. This is noticable if you set
advancement rate to 5% in the wood age which will have characters randomly stopping whatever they are doing and say
they don't have any cut stone.

 You have to manually set each of your characters to be auto-controlled at the start of each game and pressing the enable
ai hotkey only effects a single character. Also can't create characters to go up against in skirmish.

 The ai will not enhance items on their own. Stats on items will increase by 20% each time its enhanced and increase in
cost and skill requirement each time as well.

Speaking of items. Most of them are fairly well balanced in my opinion. There are some things that are weak to the point they
are useless and some things that are very strong but none stands out as being the end all. I am a bit worried that the recruited
units and the buildings are going to just fall off as I push higher and higher challenges.. This game sucks so bad, that makes Bad
Rats look like Titanfall (but no seriously, Bad Rats was really fun, that i made 3 hours from the first launch, even i unlocked an
achievement).

I am sorry for the people who bought it for full price. Atleast i spend 20 cents for this.. Wanted to play the game, got better
stuff to do, minimized the game and closed it a few minutes later. The taskbar icon is not that ugly btw.
Grab a key! ---> 4KJL4-5QNGR-TB7ZH : 62YZ3-RP6PP-D5EM2. This game does a good job of building a fairly convincing
and fantastical mansion. It has options for teleportation, blinking forward, and smooth locomotion. Despite having rooms full of
physics objects, performance stays generally solid. What it does not do a good job of is having compelling gameplay. It's fairly
common for dialog audio to hitch as it plays. For me, this is very much an exercise in slogging through gameplay to get the next
story bit.

I haven't gotten to the end of this thing, but so far the main gameplay mechanic is shining a flashlight around a room to find and
pick up objects in order to stick them in specific places on the floors, walls, and ceiling. There's also a mechanic where one is
expected to shine the flashlight over each item in an area in order to determine if they interact with it. It's not great. One can
summon hints or directions for the next step at will, and one time I'm pretty sure there was no introduction to a new mechanic,
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and they leaned on the hint system to explain it and act as though I had seen it before. (I'm referring to gears here.). Enjoyable
game for the price. It was a game I picked up and finished in one sitting.
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